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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we present axioms for local computation in hypertrees. These axioms justify the 
use of local computation to find marginals for a probability distribution or belief function when the 
probability distribution or belief function is factored on a hypertree. The axioms are abstracted 
from the belief-function work of Shafer, Shenoy, and Mellouli [1987], but they apply to Bayesian 
probabilities as well as to belief functions . 
In the Bayesian case, the factorization is usually a factorization of a joint probability distribu­
tion, perhaps into marginals and conditionals . Bayesian factorizations sometimes arise from causal 
models, which relate each variable to a relatively small number of immediate causes; see e.g., Pearl 
[1986]. Bayesian factorizations can also arise from statistical models; see e.g., Darroch, Lauritzen 
and Speed [1980]. Belief-function factorizations generally arise from the decomposition of evi­
dence into independent items, each involving only a few variables. We represent each item of evi­
dence by a belief function and combine these belief functions by Dempster's rule [Shafer 1976]. 
We first present our general axiomatic framework and then explain how it applies to probabili­
ties and belief functions. Before we can present the axiomatic framework, we need to review some 
graph-theoretic concepts. We do this in section 2. We present the framework in section 3. We 
apply it to probabilities in section 4 and to belief functions in section 5. 
2 . .  Some Concepts from Graph Theory 
Most of the concepts reviewed here have been studied extensively in the graph theory literature 
(see Berge [1973], Golumbic [1980], and Maier [1983]). A number of the terms we use are new, 
however - among them, hypertree, construction sequence, branch, twig, and Markov tree. A hy­
pertree is what other authors have called an acyclic or decomposable hypergraph. A construction 
sequence is what other authors have called a sequence with the running intersection propeny. A 
Markov tree is what authors in database theory have called a join tree (see Maier [1983]). We have 
borrowed the term Markov tree from probability theory, where it means a tree of variables in which 
separation implies probabilistic conditional independence given the separating variables. We first 
used the term in a non-probabilistic context in Shafer, Shenoy, and Mellouli [1987], where we 
justified it in �erms of a concept of qualitative independence analogous to probabiiistic indepen­
dence. 
As we shall see, hypertrees are closely related to Markov trees. The vertices of a Markov tree 
are always hyperedges of a hypertree, and the hyperedges of a hypertree can always be arranged in 
a Markov tree. 
We limit our study of hypertrees to an investigation of the properties that we need for this pa­
per. For a more thorough study of hypertrees, using only slightly different definitions, see Lau­
ritzen, Speed, and Vijayan [1984]. 
Hypergraphs and Hypertrees. We call a non-empty set % of non-empty subsets of a fi­
nite set X a hypergraph on X. We call the elements of % hyperedges. We call the elements of X 
vertices. 
Suppose t and b are distinct hyperedges in a hypergraph %, tnb�0. and b contains every 
vertex of t that is contained in a hyperedge of % other than t; if Xe t and Xe h, where he % and 
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h:;et, then Xe b. Then we call t a twig of%, and we call b a branch for t. A twig may have more 
than one branch. 
We call a hypergraph a hypertree if there is an ordering of its hyperedges, say h1hz ... hn, such 
that hk is a twig in the hypergraph {hl,hz, ... ,hk} whenever 2�::;;n. We call any such ordering of 
the hyperedges a hypertree construction sequence for the hypertree. 
In general, a hypertree will have many construction sequences. In fact, for each hyperedge of 
a hypertree, there is a construction sequence beginning with that hyperedge. 
Hypertree Covers of Hypergraphs. As we will show, local computation requires two 
things. The joint probability distribution or belief function with which we are working must factor 
into functions each involving a small set of variables. And these sets of variables must forn1 a hy­
pertree. 
If the sets of variables form instead a hypergraph that is not a hypertree, then we must enlarge 
it until it is a hypertree. We can talk about this enlargement in two different ways. We can say we 
are adding larger hyperedges, keeping the hyperedges already there. Or, alternatively, we can say 
we are replacing the hyperedges already there with larger hyperedges. The choice between these 
two ways of talking does not matter much, because the presence of superfluous twigs (hyperedges 
contained in other hyperedges) does not affect whether a hypergraph is a hypertree, and because 
the computational cost of the procedures we will be describing depends primarily on the size of the 
largest hyperedges, not on the number of the smaller hyperedges [Kong 1986]. 
We will say that a hypergraph %*covers a hypergraph% if for every h in% there is an ele­
ment h* of%* such that hQl*. We will say that%* is a hypertree cover for% if%* is a hyper­
tree and it covers%. 
Finding a hypertree cover is never difficult. The hypertree {X}, which consists of the single 
hyperedge X, is a hypertree cover for any hypergraph on X. Finding a hypertree cover without 
large hyperedges, or finding a hypertree cover whose largest hyperedge is as small as possible, 
may be very difficult. How to do this best is the subject of a growing literature; see e.g., Rose 
[1970], Bertele and Brioschi [1972], Tarjan and Yannakakis [1984], Kong [1986], Arnborg, 
Corneil and Proskurowski [1987], Mellouli [1987], Dechter and Pearl [1987], and Zhang [1988]. 
Trees. A graph is a pair (V ,e), where V is a non-empty set and e is a set of two-element 
subsets of Vo We call the elements of V vertices, and we call the elements of e edges. 
Suppose (V,e) is a graph. If {v,v'} is an element ofe, then we say that v and v' are neigh­
bors, or that they are connected by an edge. If v1vz ... vn is a sequence of distinct vertices, where 
n>1, and {vk,Vk+de e for k=1,2, ... ,n-1, then we call VIVz ... Vn a path. If v and v' are distinct 
elements of V, and there is a path VIVz ... vn such that v=v1 and v'=vn, then we say that v and v' 
are connected by the path. If every two distinct elements of V are connected by at least one path, 
then we say that (V,e) is connected. If v1v2 ... vn is a path, ri:>2, and {vn,vde e, then we call 
vlvz ... vn a cycle. 
We call a vertex of a graph a leaf if it is contained in only one edge. 
A tree is a graph that is connected and that has no cycles. 
Markov Trees. We have just defined a tree as a pair (V ,e), where V is the set of vertices, 
and e is the set of edges. In the case of a Markov tree, the vertices are themselves non-empty sets. 
In other words, the set V is a hypergraph. In fact, it turns out to be a hypertree. 
Here is our full definition. We call a tree (%,e) a Markov tree if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) % is a hypergraph. 
(ii) If {h,h')e e, then hnh':;e0. 
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(iii) If h and h' are distinct vertices, and X is in both h and h', then X is in every vertex on 
the path from h to h'. 
Our definition does not state that % is a hypertree, but it implies that it is: 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose (%,e) is a Markov tree. Then% is a hypenree, and 
any leaf in (%,e) is a twig in %. 
The key point here is the fact that a leaf in the Markov tree is a twig in the hypertree. This means 
that as we delete leaves from a Markov tree (a visually transparent operation), we are deleting twigs 
from the hypertree. 
3. An Axiomatic Framework for Local Computation 
In this section, we describe a general axiomatic framework that captures the essential features 
that makes exact local computation possible. 
We defme two primitive operators, marginalization and combination. These operators operate 
on objects called valuations. We state axioms for these operators, and we derive the possibility of 
local computation for the axioms. 
Next, we describe a propagation scheme for computing marginals of a valuation when we have 
a factorization of the valuation on a hypertree. 
3.1. The Axiomatic Framework 
The framework has objects called valuations and two primitive operators, marginalization, and 
combination. 
Valuations. Let X be a finite set. For each hCX, there is a set V h· The elements of V h 
are called valuations on h. Let V denote u{ V hlhCX }, the set of all valuations. 
Marginalization. For each hCX, there is a mapping J..h:u { V glrr�h} --7 V h· called 
marginalization to h, such that if G is a valuation on g and hCg, then ofh is a valuation on h 
representing the marginal of G on h. 
Combination. There is a mapping ®:VxV --7 V, called combination, such that if G and 
H are valuations on g and h respectively, then G®H is a valuation on guh representing the combi­
. nation of G and H. 
We will assume that these two mappings satisfy four axioms. 
Axiom AO (Identity): Suppose G is a valuation on g. Then oJ.g =G. 
Axiom AI (Consonance of marginalization): Suppose G is a valuation on g, and 
suppose h1Ch2Cg. Then o-1hf = (GJ.h2)J.h1. 
Axiom A2 (Commutativity and associativity of combination): Suppose G, H, K 
are valuations on g, h, and k respectively. Then G®H = H®G and G®(H®K) = 
(G®H)®K. 
Axiom A3 (Distributivity of marginalization over combination): Suppose G is a 
valuation on g and H is a valuation on h. Then (G®H)J,g = G®(HJ.gnh) 
One implication of Axiom A2 is that when we have multiple combinations of valuations, we 
can write it without using parenthesis. For example, ( ... ((Ah1®Ah2)®Ah3)® ... ®Ahn) can be 
written simply as ®{Ahili=l, ... ,n} without indicating the order in which the combinations are car­
ried out. 
Factorization. Suppose A is a valuation on a finite set of variables X, and suppose % is a 
hypergraph on X. If A is equal to the combination of valuations on the hyperedges of h, say A = 
®{Ahlhe%}, where Ah is a valuation on h, then we·say that A factorizes on %. 
The following proposition, which follows directly from axiom A3, is the key to local propaga­
tion on hypertrees. 
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Proposition 3 .1. Suppose A is a valuation on X, suppose A factorizes on a hyper­
graph %, i.e., A = ® { Ahlhe %} , and suppose t is a twig in % with branch b. Let 
%'denote %-{t} and let ·x· denote u%' = X-(t-b). Then the marginal of A to X' 
factorizes on %' as follows: 
AL'.t' = ®{Ah I he %-{t,b}} ® (Ab®At.l.tr"�
b) (3.1) 
Proposition 3.1 tells us that when a valuation factorizes on a hypergraph, marginalization of the 
valuation by removal of a twig can be done locally in the sense that only the valuations on the twig 
and its branch are involved. 
Proposition 3.1 is especially interesting in the case of hypertrees, because repeated application 
of (3.1) allows us to obtain A's marginal on any particular hyperedge of %. If we want the 
marginal on a hyperedge h1, we choose a construction sequence beginning with ht. say hth2···hn. 
Suppose Xk denotes htU ... uhk and %k denotes {ht, h2, ... , hk} for k=1, ... ,n-l. Then axiom 
A1 tells us that A.l.ht = L .. (A.l.Xn-l).l.Xn-2 ... )l.Xt. We use (3.1) to delete the twig hn, so that we 
have a factorization of A lxn-1 on the hypertree %n-1· Then we use (3.1) again to delete the twig 
hn-l so that we have a factorization of A lXn-2 on the hypertree %n-2· And so on, until we have 
deleted all the hyperedges except h1, so that we have a factorization of A Lht on the hypertree 
{ht}, i.e., we have the marginal A Lht. At each step, the computation is local, in the sense that it 
involves only a twig and its branch. 
3.2. The Propagation Scheme 
In this section, we translate our marginalization scheme from the hypertree to the Markov tree, 
change metaphors from deletion of leaves to message passing, and finally generalize the scheme so 
that we can compute marginals for all the vertices of a Markov tree. 
Successively deleting hyperedges in a hypertree until only a single hyperedge remains trans­
lates to successively deleting leaves in the Markov tree until only a single vertex remains. 
We now change the metaphor from deletion of leaves to message passing. Why did we talk 
about deleting the hyperedge hk as we marginalized hk's potential to its intersection with its 
branch? The point was simply to remove hk from our attention. The deletion had no computa­
tional significance, but it helped to make clear that hk and its potential were of no further use. 
What was of further use was the smaller hypertree that would remain were hk deleted. 
When we tum from the hypertree to the Markov tree, since a tree is easier to visualize than a 
hypenree, we can remove a leaf from our attention without leaning so heavily on the metaphorical 
deletion. And a Markov tree ·also allows another, more useful, metaphor. We can imagine that 
each vertex of the tree is a processor, and we can imagine that the marginalization is a message that 
one processor passes to another. In terms of the message passing metaphor, to obtain the marginal 
for a given vertex, we need only to send messages inwards towards that vertex starting from 
leaves. Regarding timing, each processor waits till it has received a message from all its outward 
neighbors before sending a message to its inward neighbOr. 
Now suppose we wish to compute marginals for all vertices of the Markov tree simultane­
ously. Each processor now sends messages to all its neighbors. Regarding timing, a processor 
sends a message to a neighbor only after the processor has received a message from all its other 
neighbors. 
We can describe this scheme for computing marginals on all vertices simultaneously in tem1s of 
a forward-chaining production system. A forward-chaining production system consists of a 
working memory and a rule-base, a set of rules for changing the contents of the memory. (See 
Brownston et al [1985].) 
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Let A be a valuation on X. Suppose that we have a factorization of A on a hypertree% on X, 
i .e ., A = ® { Ahil hiE %} . We wish to compute A .Lhi, the marginal of A for each hyperedge hi of 
%. Suppose that the mappings .Lh and ® satisfy Axioms AO to A3 . 
Let en\ be a Markov tree for the hypertree %. Let 1'1i denote the set of all neighbors of vertex i 
in en\. We will imagine that there is an independent processor at each vertex of the Markov tree 
and that these processors are connected in the same way as the vertices are in the Markov tree. In 
the scheme, each vertex i will transmit a valuation to each of its neighbor. The valuation transmit­
ted by vertex i to its neighboring vertex j will be denoted by Mi�j. 
We start with a working memory that contains Ahi for each vertex i of en\. The rule base has 
just two rules: 
Rule 1: If je Ri and M
k�i is present in working memory for all k ip 1'1i-{j}, then 
compute Mi�j as follows: 
Mi�j = (Ahi ® (®{Mk�ilke 1'1i-{j} }))1hj 
and place it in working memory. 
Rule 2: If Mk�i is present in working memory for all k in Ri, then compute A .Lhi 
as follows: 
and print the result. 
Rule 1 will initially fire just for edges { i,j} such that i is a leaf. Rule 1 will eventually fire in 
both directions for each edge {i,j} in en\ producing Mi�j and Mj�i. Rule 2 will eventually fire 
once for each vertex i of em.. 
4. Probability Propagation 
In this section, we explain local computation for probability distributions. More precisely, we 
show how the problem of computing marginals of joint probability distributions fits the general 
framework described in the previous section . 
For probability propagation, valuations will correspond to potentials . 
Potentials. We use the symbol cur x for the set of possible values of a variable X, and we call 
'Uf x theframe for X. We will be concerned with a finite set X of variables, and we will assume 
that all the variables in X have finite frames. For each hCX, we let cur h denote the Cartesian 
product of cut x for X in h; we call cur h the frame for h .  We will refer to elements of cur h as con­
figurations of h. A potential on h is a real-valued function on cur h that has non-negative values that 
are not all zero. Intuitively, potentials are unnormalized probability distributions . 
Marginalization. Marginalization is familiar in probability theory; it means reducing a func­
tion on one set of variables to a function on a smaller set of variables by summing over the vari­
abies omitted. 
In order to develop a notation for the marginalization of potentials, we first need a notation for 
the marginalization of configurations of a set of variables to a smaller set of variables. Here 
marginalization simply means dropping extra coordinates; if (w,x,y,z) is a configuration of 
{W,X,Y,Z}, for example, then the marginalization of (w,x,y,z) to {W,X} is simply (w,x), which 
is a configuration of {W,X}. If g and h are sets of variables, gQl, and xis a configuration of h, 
then we will let x.Lg denote the marginalization of x to g. 
Suppose g and h are sets of variables, hCg, and G is a potential on g. The marginal of G to h, 
denoted by ol-h, is a potential on h defined by 
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for all xe 9.U' h· 
{L { G(y) lye 9.U' g and y.l.h=x } 
o.l.h(x) = 
G(x) 
if h¢:g 
if h=g 
It is obvious from the above definition that marginalization operation for potentials satisfies 
axioms AO and A 1. 
Combination. For potentials, combination is simply pointwise multiplication. If G is a po­
tential on g� H is a potential on h, and there exists an xe 9.U' guh such that G(x.l.g)H(x.l.h) > 0, then 
their combination, denoted simply by GH, is the potential on guh given by (GH)(x) = 
G(x.l.8)H(x-Lh) for all xe 9.U' guh· If there exists no xe 9.U' guh such that G(x.l.g)H(xLh) > 0, then 
the combination of G and H will be undefmed. 
It is clear from the defmition of combination of potentials that it satisfies axiom A2. It is 
shown in Shafer and Shenoy [1988] that the marginalization and combination operations for po­
tentials satisfies axiom A3. Thus all axioms are satisfied making local computation possible. 
A number of authors who have studied local computation for probability, including Kelly and 
Barclay [1973], Cannings, Thompson and Skolnick [1978], Pearl [1986],"Shenoy and Shafer 
[1986], and Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter [1988], have described schemes that are variations on the 
the basic scheme described in section 3.2. Most of these authors, however, have justified their 
schemes by emphasizing conditional probability. We believe this emphasis is misplaced. What is 
essential to local computation is a factorization. It is not essential that this factorization be inter­
preted, at any stage, in terms of conditional probabilities. For more regarding this point, see 
Shafer and Shenoy [1988]. 
5. Belief-function Propagation 
In this section, we explain local computation for belief functions. More precisely, we show 
how the problem of computing marginals of a joint belief function fits the general framework de­
scribed in the previous section. 
For belief-function propagation, valuations correspond to belief functions. Before we define a 
belief function, we need the concept of a random non-empty subset. 
Random Non-empty Subset. Suppose 9.U' h is the frame for a set of variables h. A ran­
dom subset� of W'h is defmed by giving a probability measure on the set of all subsets of 9.U' h· 
In other words, we assign to the subsets of 9.U' h non-negative numbers adding to one. We write 
Pr[�=A] for �e non-negative number assigned to the subset A of 9.U' h· and we call Pr[�=A] the 
probability that � is equal to A. If Pr[�=0] = 0, then we say that the random subset � is non­
empty. 
Belief Function. A function Bel that assigns a degree of belief Bel(A) to every subset A of 
9.U' h is called a belief function on h if there exists a random non-empty subset � of 9.U' h such that 
Bel is given by Bel( A) = Pr[�GA] for every subset A of 9.U' h· Intuitively, the number Bel(A) is 
the degree to which we judge given evidence to support the proposition that the true value of vari­
ables in h is in A, or the degree to which we think it reasonable to believe this proposition on the 
basis of that evidence alone. 
Marginalization. If g and h are sets of variables, hCg, and G is a non-empty subset of 9.U' g. 
then the marginal of G to h, denoted by G.l.h, is a subset of 9.U' h given by G.l.h = {x.l.h I xe G}. 
For example, If A is subset of 9.U' (W,X,Y.Zl• then the marginal of A to {X,Y} consists of the el­
ements of 9.U' {X,Y) which can be obtained by marginalizing elements of A to 9.U' (X,Yl· 
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Suppose Bel is a belief function on g corresponding to random non-empty subset ,I, g of 'W g· 
The marginal of Bel to h, denoted by BeJJ.h, is the belief function on h corresponding to the ran­
dom non-empty subset ,I, g ..!.h. 
We are using standard probability notation here. The random non-empty subset .llg Jh is a 
"function" of the random non-empty subset tllg in the sense that whenever tllg=G, .llg lh=GJ.h. 
Thus tllg J.h is a well-defined random non-empty subset of 'W h· .. 
It is easy to verify that the above definition of marginalization of belief functions satisfies ax­
ioms AO and Al. 
Before we can defme the combination operation for belief functions, we need the operation of 
vacuous extension of subsets. 
Vacuous Extension. By vacuous extension of a subset of a frame to a subset of a larger 
frame, we mean a cylinder set extension. If g and hare sets of variables, gCh, g:;t:h, and G is a 
subset of 'W g• then the vacuous extension of G to cur h is Gxcur h-g· If G is a subset of cur g. then 
the vacuous extension of G to cut g is defined to be G. W¥ will let G ih denote the vacuous exten­
sion of G to cur h· 
For example, if A is a subset of cur {W,X}• for example, then the vacuous extension of A to 
cur (W,X,Y.Z} is Axcur {Y.Z}· 
. 
Combination. Dempster's rule of combination is a rule for combining belief functions. 
Consider two random non-empty subsets .llg and ,l,h of cur g and cur h respectively. Suppose .llg 
and ,l,h are probabilistically independent, i.e., Pr[tllg=G and tllh=H] = Pr[tllg=G] Pr[.llh=H] for 
all subsets G of cur g and H of 'Wh. Suppose also that Pr[tllg iguhn,t,h iguh�0] > 0. Let A be 
the random non-em�ty subset of cur guh that has the probability distribution of ,1,8 iguhn_l,h iguh 
conditional on .llg guhn,t,h iguh::;:. 0, i.e., 
Pr[��A] = Pr[,ll g iguhn,6h iguh=A] 1 Pr[,6 g iguhn,6h igu�0] 
for every non-empty subset A of cur guh· If Belg and Belh are belief functions for h and g corre­
sponding to .llg and Ah respectively, then the combination of Belg and Belh, denoted by 
Belg®Belh, is the belief function for guh corresponding to ,I,. 
If the bodies of evidence on which Belg and Belh are based are independent, then BelgEBBelh is 
supposed to represent the result of pooling these two bodies of evidence. 
It is shown in Shafer [1976] that Dempster's rule of combination is commutative and associa­
tive. In Shafer and Shenoy [1988], it is shown that the above definitions of marginalization and 
combination for belief functions satisfies axiom A3. Thus all axioms are satisfied making local 
computation possible. 
Propagation of belief functions using local computation has been studied by Shafer and Logan 
[1987], Shenoy and Shafer [1986], Kong [1986], Dempster and Kong [1986], ·shafer, Shenoy 
and Mellouli [1987], Mellouli [1987] and Shafer and Shenoy [1988]. Shafer, Shenoy and Srivas­
tava [1988], and Zarley, Hsia and Shafer [1988] discuss implementations of these propagation 
schemes. 
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